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1. Introduction

The ultimate goal of the study of the Dynamics of Atmospheric Circu-

lations, under Contrac t No. F 19628—77 — C—0026 has been a better understand-

ing of the maintenance of the general circulation of the Earth ’s atmo sphere.

We have sought this understand ing via two principal avenues of approach —

f i rst , an investigation of the role of water in the energetics of the

at mø~~her e , and second , an at tempt  to construct a low—order model dynami-

cal model of the atmosphere spanning many horizontal scales.

In the f i rs t  task our progress has been substantial. We began by

attempting to formulate a “moist available energy”(MAE) , which we defined as

the excess nonkinetic energy (potential plus internal energy , including

laten t energy) above the minimum nonkinetic energy for any atmospheric state

possessing the same joint statistical distribution of specific entropy

and fractional water content (vapor plus liquid) as the existing state.

For a dry atmosp here , MAE would reduce to the f ainilar available potential

energy (APE) .

We succeeded in formulating the desired quantity in a somewhat unex-

pected manner . A standard calculus—of—variations approach would minimize

the nonkinetic energy with respect to small vertical displacements. In

particular , it would not deal effectively with stratifications where the

equivalent potential t emperature decreases with height — the normal si tu a—

tion in the lower troposphere in the tropics. In order to obtain a better

picture of what is involved in this case, we constructed some atmospheric

cross sections and drew in the lines of constant equivalent potential

temperature (Q~ ) ,  condensation potential temperature 
~~~~~~ 

and condensation

pressure 
~~~~ 

using an adiabatic chart to calculate the values.
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We discovered that the entire task of rearranging the parcels could be per—

formed graphically with the aid of the adiabatic chart, and thereby solved

our problem without the aid of a computer. Moreover , the actual amoun t of

MAE could be evaluated by further calculations with the adiabatic chart .

Our results are described in an article entitled “Available energy and

tne maintenance of a moist circulation”, which is scheduled to appear in

Tellus some t ime in 197b. A copy of the page proofs of the article is

included as the main section of this report .

One of our principal results, based on a single idealized atmospheric

state, is a confirmation of the frequently heard statement that the energy

of the general circulation is maintained largely through moist processes.

We found that the production of MAE by evaporation and precipitation ex-

ceeded the production by diabetic heating and cooling. This result does

not mean that tne general circulation would necessarily be weaker if water

did not exist. If the earth could not transfer its energy to the atmosphere

in the form of latent heat, it would presumably be lesB inhibited from trans-

ferring it in the form of sensible heat.

ilaving obtaineca a preliminary estimate of the amount of MAE in the

atmosphere, using an idealized atmospheric state, we considered the sensi-

tivity of this amount to changes in the mean atmospheric temperature.

Specifically, we asked how much more MAE would be present if the absolute

temperature of every parcel were increased by 22, whil, the relative humidity

remained the same. Such a temperature increase would lead simply to a 22

increase in APE, but , because of the large increases in moisture in the

warmer region. made possible by small increases in temperature , we antici-

pated a large increase in MAE. We found , in fact, that the MAE would

increase by 212.

& .— .- . . —.—- — .— - -—--
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The results of this study, which was carried out by Mr. Wojcik, appear

as his SM . thesis, entitled “Sensitivity of moist available energy to

increase in temperature ”. The abstract of this thesis follows (the reference

in it is to the main section of this report).

“Moist available energy is defined by Lorenz (1978) as:

‘the amount by which potential plus internal (including latent)
energy of a given atmospheric mass field exceeds that of a
hypothetical field, which can be constructed from the given
field by rearranging the atmospheric mass, under reversible dry—
adiabatic and moist—adiabatic processes, to minimize the poten-
tial plus internal energy.’

Lorenz evaluated the moist available energy (MAE ) and the efficiency
fields of heating and cooling (N), and evaporation and precipitation
(N ’), for a zonally averaged mass field using the graphical procedure
he outlined .

In this thesis, the temperature of the mass field used by Lorenz is
increased by 2% everywhere, while the relative humidity was held
fixed. MAE, N, and N’ were then evaluated and the results compared to
tt1ose of Lorenz. MAE was found to be very sensitive to temperature
change. There was a 21% increase in MAE that was due largely to the
availability of additional latent energy in the tropics. The genera-
tion efficiencies also experienced large increases in the tropics.”

Although tnere were no accompanying estimates of the new rate of pro-

duction of MAE — this would have involved the difficult task of estimating

the fields of heating and cooling and evaporation and precipitation which

would bring about the 2% increase in temperature — it is strongly suggested

that the importance of evaporation and precipitation, as compared to heating

and cooling, is quite sensitive to the mean global temperature. With less

intense solar heating, and hence (presumably), a lower temperature , the

atmosphere might more closely resemble a “dry atmosphere”.

In order to obtain better quantitative estimates of the role of water

in the general circulation, we should evaluate MAE and its rate of production

from real observational data. Because of the inherent nonlinear relation
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between MAE and the observable variables, we would have to evaluate MAE on

a day—by—day basis. The graphical procedure is rather tedious, and highly

susceptible to human error. A numerical procedure seems to be called for

(although, in the days before computers, one would as a matter of course

have applied the graphical procedure to a small selected sample of data).

Much of the effort during the latter half of the Contract’s existence

was devoted to seeking a numerical method of evaluating MAE. Our original

thought was that the most feasible procedure would be one in which a large

number (N) of parcels of air, each with its own values of 0e and 0c’ are

continually reassigned different pressures, until the arrangement which

minimizes the nonkinetic energy is obtained . Although we had no difficulty

in establishing rules to eliminate nearly all of the N ’ conceivable re—

arrangements, our efforts nevertheless failed to yield a procedure which

could be carried out without an excessive amount of computation .

Accordingly, we finally sought a method which would be simply a trans-

lation of the graphical procedure into numerical steps. We had not per-

fected the method at the termination of the Contract.

in our second task, the construction of a low—order model spanning

many horizontal scales, our progress has been slower. To establish such a

model, it is not sufficient to truncate a spectral model by discarding all

wave numbers exceeding a certain value; we must selectively truncate the

model and retain some wave numbers which are higher than some others which

we have discarded. Selective truncation io a relatively simple matter when

the governing equation is the barotropic vorticity equation, and its exten-

sion to a quasi—geostrophic baroclinic model is a tractable problem.

~Lowever, the smaller scales of atmospheric motion are not even approximately

governed by such a model. Even the primitiv, equations, with the hydrostatic
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approximation , do not handle cumulus convection properly .

Our original intent was to combine the anelastic equations, or some

similar system , for the smaller scales , with the primitive equations for

the larger scales. This requires tying the two systems togethe r where the

scales join or interact. We have yet to solve this problem satisfactorily .

Nevertheless, our intuAtive feeling is that the problem is solvable.

Our experience with both tasks has indicated a number of avenues for

further research. In addition, although we consider these avenues to be

“public property ”, open to anyone who wishes to follow them, we shall be

following some of them ourselves, under a new Contract ( Fl9628—77—R— 03 11)

whicu has superseded the current one.

First of all, we intend to perfect a numerical procedure for evaluating

MAE. Whether it will be one of the procedures which we have already ex-

plored , and, if so, which one it will be, we cannot say. We are presently

devoting our efforts to the numerical equivalent of the graphical procedure .

When the procedure is established , we intend to evaluate the MAE on a

day—by—day basis for an extended period — perhaps a month or more . We

shall then compare the typical variations of MAE with those of APE.

Our computations would perhaps find their greatest use if accompanied

by computations of the rate of generation of MAE. We do not presently know

how to accomplish this aim . Even with a satisfactory numerical procedure,

we lack the day—by—day data for the hemispheric distribution of heating

and cooling , and evaporation and precipitation. We do not anticipate such

data in the near future . It seems possible, then , that our first ideas

regarding the variations of the generation of MAE may come from numerical

models, in which the generating processes are parameterized in terms of the
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distribution of temperature and moisture, and perhaps other quantities.

Such models might be some of the low—order models which we have been

seeking , and shall continue to seek. They might also be modifications of

large global circulatir’n models which are already in existence, and with

which we shall probably not become involved under the new Contract. In

either event, another problem for further research Is posed — the problem

of making a numerical model handle MAE in a realistic manner.
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Available energy and the maintenance of a moist
circulation

3~ EDWARD N. LORENZ, Department of Meteorology, Massachusetts Insti tute of Technology.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139, U.S.A .

(Ma nuscript received March 16; in final form June 14, 1977)

ABSTRA CT
Moist available energy is defined as the amount by which the potential plus internal (including
latent) energy of a given atmospheric mass field exceeds that of a hypothetical reference field,
which can be constructed from the given field by rearranging the atmospheric mass, under
reversible dry-adiabatic and moist-adiabatic processe s, to minimize the potential plus internal
energy. Dry available energy is equal to the amount of moist available energy which would be
present in a dry atmosphere having the same temperature field as the given moist atmosphere.
and is identical with available potential atergy.

Graphical procedures are presented for determining the moi st and dry reference flelds,anc
evaluat ing the available energies. In general the moist available energy exceed s the dry available
energy.

Both heating and cooling can produce and can also destroy moist and dry available ene gv
Evapor.tion can produce moist available energy, while precipitation can destroy it. Preliminary
computations based upon averages indicate that the total production of moist available energy
by evaporation-precipitat ion is at least as great as the production by heating-cooling, end
possibly much greater.

1. Introduc tion course the sun. Mere external heating. however.
need not drive a circulation An essential feature of

The atmosphere possesses energy in many solar radiation as received by the earth is that It IS

forms. Since it is a circulating atmosphere, it honzontally non-uniform. Heating of this sort will
possesses k inetic energy (KE). Other forms which always produce a circulation, at least in a dry
are directly or indirectly transformed into KE in atmosphere enveloping a planet with a uniform
significant amounts are potential and internal surface. For in that case, in the absence of a
energy; t hese we shall refer to collectively as horizontal temperature contrast , the outgoing
nonkrnetic energy (NKE). Internal energ’ includes radiation would be horizontally uniform, and the
thermai energy and the latent energy of conden- Incoming radiation would produce the te~nperature
cat ion and fusion of water. contrast. Moreover , in the absence of motion, the

MuLh of this energy is originally supplied to the unbalanced pressu re forces demanded by the
atmos~hcrc by the oceans, through the e\-aporation temperature contrast would produce motion.
of water. On a somewhat smaller scale , many of Qualitatively it is as though there exist ed still
the more spectacular weather events, from tropical another form of energy, w hich is measured in terms
hurricanes to polar blizzards, owe tne ir existence to of the horizontal temperature contrast , generated
t he w are ’  in the atmosp here. Nevertheless, among by horizontally non-uniform heating. converted
those studies which ha ve been widely recognized as into KF by revers ible adiabatic processes , and
comp~ienr wor ks in d}nemic meteorology, those virtually unaffected by the irreversible processes
which deal with a “dry” atmosphere of uniform which dissipate KE.
c~rnpos ition probably ma ke up a majority. In a previous paper (Lorenz. 1955). hereafter

The ultimate source of atmospheric energy is of referr ed to as A , we ident~fied ava ilable potential

ZelIu’ 1U1U9 7). I
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ener gy (APE) as such a form. This is not a form of energy in a manner which is more in keeping with
energy to be added to KE and NK F to make up the the importance of water. Our definition will be
tota l, but is simply a portion of c existing NKE unaltered, except that reversible adiabatic pro-
as ailable for conversion into KE under suitable cesses will include moist-adiabatic as well as dry-
conditions. We defined it in A as the amount by adiabatic processes. We shall call the newly defined
which the NKE of the existing atmospheric state quantity moist available energr ’ (MAE). We shal l
exceeds that of a hypothetical state, which can be use the term dry available energy (DAE) in
constructed from the existing state by rearranging terchangeably with APE, as previously defined.
the mass of the atmosp here. under reversible and refer simply to available energy in statements
adiabatic processes. to minimize the NKE. It is which apply equally well to MAE and DAE. We
equivalent to a quantity which Margules (1903) shall subsequently investigate the effects of
introduced as “ava ilable kinetic energy” in his evaporation and prec ipitation, as well as heating
famous paper on the energy of storms. and cooling, upon the production of MAE.

We showed in A that APE can be approximated
in terms of the variance of temperature With in
horizontal layers. while the production of APE can 2. Gfap hkal determ ination of the
be approximated by the covanance of heating and reference field
temperature within these layers. The conversion of
A PE into KE is the same thing as the conversion of The state of the atmosphere at a particular
NKF. into NE. while almost no APE is produced moment is determined by its field of mass and its
when frictional dissipation of KE produces NKE. field of motion. The former is given for practical
In short , APE provides a convenient framework for purposes by the spatial distributions of density,
relating the production of NE to the distribution of pressure, temperature , and the various phases of
external heating. water . The latter is given simply by the distri-

In A we implicitly assumed that “reversible butions of the wind components. Although the twc
adiabat ic processes ” meant reversible dry - adiabatic fields are often in approximate geostrophic equilib-
processes. This does not mean that we ignored the rium, we shall recognize the superposition of any
release of latent energy which occurs during field of motion upon any field of mas s as a
condensat ion. We simply did not treat rflOtSt - physically possible atmospheric state.
adiabatic processes as being adiabatic, and did not It is convenient to think of the atmosphere as
look upon latent energy as a form of internal consisting of a large number of “parcels” of equal
energy: instead we treated the release of latent mass. A parcel is supposed to be so small that
energy ass  form of heating. within it the spatial variations of the meteorological

This approach does not introduce any quanti- variables can be disregarded. These variables will
tat ively incorrect results. Nevertheless, it is not acquire new- values as time progresses , but eacri
altogether satisfactory in investigations where parcel will continue to contain the same matter.
skate r plays an important role. From a logical point Changes in the state of the atmosphere may then be
of view , moist-adiabatic processes are adiabatic , looked upon as rearrangements of the parcels.
and t he release of latent energy is something which We shall call two fields of mass equivalent if
has to accompany a moist adiabatic tempe:aturc each parcel can pass from its state in one fleid so its
decrease , rat her than a form of external heatin g state in the other by a thermodynamically rever-

~ iiich might or might not occur. From a practical sible adiabatic process. No restriction will be
point of view , evaluation of the production of APE placed on the mechanical forces needed to -

~

requires a knnwled ge of toe reg ions w here latent arrange the parcels. Given a global mass field, we
energy is released. it is not at all obvious how these seek among all equivalent fields the ,y~~ which
should be rela ’ed to the regions of surface possesses the east NKE. We shall call this the
evaporation. Hence APE fails to provide the ideal reference field. The available energy is the dii’-
framework for relat ing all of me external influences ference between the NKE of the given field and mat
to the product ion of NE. of the reference field.

The principal purpose of this work is to In practice we must often work witrr hc nis1’hr~r~c
reforniulatr the concept of available potential instead of global mass fleUs. Sometimes ~~

Tetlus I~II I 
19771. 1
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purposel~ work with fields occupying limited T and r. In transcribing the curves, we have
regions ~f the atmosphere. identified I — x with the sine of the latitude. With

We shall deal separately with a dry atmosphere slight alterations we have made z = 0 everywhere
and a moist atmosp here. the latter being a mixture on the 1000-mb surface, and T 220 K and
of dry air, water vapor, and li~ :id water. The liquid r 0.55 everywhere on the 200-mb surface.
water will occur as cloud droplets. We shall not The field of Fig. I, being based on averages, is
consider the possible presence of ice, which in any presumably different from any instantaneous mass
event would not greatly alter our results. We may fleid which has ever occurred. In particuiar it has
therefore disregard the latent energy of fusion. We no clouds. It nevertheless shares some features with
shall make the common assumption that if the total real global mass fields. Notable among these.
water content of a parcel is insufficient to produce besides the obvious poleward and upward tern-
saturat ion, there will be no cloud, while, if it is more perature decrease , are the conditional instability
than sufficient, all of the excess water will appear as and high moisture content at low levels in the
a cloud. We shall assume a state of approximate tropics.
hydrostatic equilibrium, and disregard the presence We shall use this field to demonstrate the
of topography. procedure for finding the reference field. Because T
The internal energy of a parcel depends upon its and r are constant at 200 mb, the parcels below the

thermodynamic state. The potential energy de- 200-mb level may be rearranged independently of
pends instead upon its height z. Under hydrostatic those above, and we shall not consider the region
conditions is determined by the thermodynamic above 200 mb at all.
states of all the parcels in the same column; the Precise determination of the reference field
rc~ationship is in fact used to evaluate heights from would involve rather awkward formulas which are
r4d iosonde ascents. As a consequence, the total best handled numerically. Pending the development
NKE of the atmosphere is determined by the of’ a suitable computer program, we shall offer a
distr ibutions of the thermodynamic variables, and graphical procedure. The computer will be replaced
is. moreover , equal to the total enthaipy. The by the meteorological thermodynamic diagram, or
reference held is t.”erefore the equivalent field adiabatic chart.
possessing the least enthalpy. For the dry at- The equation for a reversible adiabatic proces~ is
mosphere enthaipy is synonymous with sensible then replaced by the state curve for a parcel. The
heat; for the moist atmosphere it equals sensible dry adiabat and the moist adiabat which form the
heat plus latent energy. state curve can be identified by the condensation

In the dry atmosphere two variables will deter- pressure Pr and the condensation temperature 7’,;
mine the thermodynamic state of a parcel. Corn- these are the values of p and Tat their intersection.
mon choices are pressure p and specific volume a, The dry adiabat can also be iden tified by the
or p and temperature T. By contrast , three condensation potential temperature °r while the
variables are needed in the moist atmosphere. A moist adiabat can be identified by the equivalent
natural choice is p. a, and the total mass of water q potential temperature 9,: these are the values which
per unit mass of the mixture. An alternatis-e choice the potential temperature 8 of the parcel acquires
is p. T. and t he relative humidity r . provided that a or approaches as p reaches p.. or approaches 0. In
s due of r exceedm~ unity indicates the presence of the absence of clouds 8r = 8; in the absence of
cloud~ rat her than supersaturation. w ater vapor 8,. = 8.

Fig. I represents a hypothetical f ield of mass. In passing from the given field to an quivalent
The ordinate is p, decreasing upward. while the field a parcel retains Its state curve and hence its
a’sccissa x. which ranges from 0 to 1. represents va lues of 8~ and 9,. Its new state can therefore be

tr:. - t ional area of the earth’s surface. Mass is identified by specifying its new value of p. It follows
!L )’esented by area in the diagram. ahile surfaces that, given a mass field, the reference field can be

?..c’rne curves , completely described by specif~ing the pressure p,
The ~cIid and dashed cur s-e s have been freely which each parcel will acquire. We thaI! call p. the

rresoccnbed from Figs. 10 and 16 of a previous referenr - pr ess ure.
wor k (Lorenz. 1961); these give estimates of the The adiabatic chart is perhaps more familiar to
no~ mal northern hemisphere winter distributions of earber gencratton~ c f meieorokigtsts than today ’s

Tr~lci LJ l9’ i 7~. I
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FIR. 1 A hypothetical masi held. Abscissa is fractional area of earth’s surface. Ordinate is p (mb). Solid curs-es shoa
T( K). Dashed curves show , (%).

200 1- 
_ __  ___

I 
- /

~~~~~~~~~~~
F g .~ ~~ternaO’e representation of mau held of Fig. I. Solid curves show 9, (K). Dashed curves show 8, (K):
unIa~’r-cJ q, curves are asymptol* to 8, curv es with au nt values. Dotted curves show p, (tab).

computer -oriented generation. It is described in as The most important dynamic e~?ects of moisture
much detail in earlier textbook s (Haurwitz, 1941; are those resulting from the release of latent heat
Petterasen. 194 I) as in more recent oases. One during condensation, and the reverse process
feature should be noted. during evaporation. Secondary effects occur

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _  - 
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because the density of air containing water vapor otherwise we could superpose a weak random
or liq uid water differs from that of dry air at the motion field on the reference field, and the KE
same pressure and temperatu re, and the effective would subsequent ly increas e. The conditions for
specific heats are different. The secondary effects stability are precisely those appearing in classical
are disregarded in constructing the adiabatic chart. atmospheric convection theory; in the dry at-
Without this simplification there would be an mosphere 8 cannot decrease with increasing
infinite number of dry adiabats and moist adiabats elevation, while in the moist atmosphere 8, cannot
through each point on the chart, instead of just one decrease in unsaturated air and 9, cannot decrease
of each. in saturated air. Furthermore there can be no real

Our graphical procedure must therefore be latent instability (see the textbooks previousiy
approximate. As an additional approximation we cited).
shall not distinguish between temperature and In the dry atmosphere it follows that 9 is
virtual temperature. This will not lead to any horizontally stratified. This requirement, together
thermodynamic inconsistencies; it is possible, for with the upward increase of 8, immediately
example, to visualize a planet where “dry air” determines the reference field. A p,-curve, say
consists of a mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, and p, = Pi ’ is a 9-curve, say 0 = Oi. Moreover, p1/fr 0 is
helium having the same effective molecular weight the fraction of the mass of the atmosphere where 9
as water , exceeds Oi.

In Fig. 2 the mass field of Fig. I is represented For the dry atmosphere with the same tern-
by curves of constant A, and 9,. Also shown are perature field as the moist atmosphere shown in
curves of constant p,. All of the values have been Fig. I, the field of 8 is the same as the field of 0, in
determined from an adiabatic chart. We seek the Fig. 2, since there is no saturation. The correspond-
curves of constant p,. ing reference field is described by relabeling the 9-

Among the possible transformations of a given curves with the appropriate values of p,; these
mass field into an equivalent field, certain ones can appear in Fig. 3. The curve p = p0 which separates
be realized by superposing an arbitrary motion field the parcels which rise in passing to the reference
on the mass field, and then allowing the at- held from those which sink, is also included.
mospheric state so obtained to vary according to a In the moist atmosphere the horizontal
closed system of equations, including the reversible stratifications of p and a do not require that any
thermodynamic equation without heating, the quantity which is constant along a state curve be
equation of mass continuity, and the equations of horizontally stratified everywhere. We find instead
motion without friction. The change in the NKE of that 0, must be horizontally stratified within the
the mass field during such a transformation is equal unsaturated portion of the reference held while 0,
and opposite to the change in the ICE of the must be horizontally stratified within the saturated
accompanying motion field, portion. A p,-curve therefore consists of a part of a

From these transformations we can readily single 8,-curve, together with a part of’ a single 0,-
deduce certam properties of the reference field, curve. Moreover the intersection of these curves, if
First of’ all, the isobaric surfaces must be horizon- it exists, lies on the curvep, =p,.
tal. For otherwise we could superpose a zero To locate the p,-curves in Fig. 2, consider a
motion on the reference field, and obtain a state curve of constant p,, say p, = 800 (mb). Choose an
where the honzontal accelerations would produce arbitrary point C on this curve, say where x = 0.4.
KE. In particular, the surface peessure p0 must be Through C we find the curves 9, = 290 (K) and 8,
constant, and approzimately equal to its average = 300. If C lies on the curve p, 800, and hence
value p1 in any equivalent field. on p, = p,, the remainder of the curve p, = 800

Next , the field must be in exact hydrostatic must consist of the portion of the curve 0, 290
equilibrium. For otherwise we could again super- which is unsaturated in the reference field, and

pose a iero motion field on the reference field, and hence where p, < 800. and the portion of the curve
the vertical accelerations would produce KE. 9, = 300 which is saturated in the reference field,

• Hence a must also be horizontally stratified, and ~~ and hence where p, > 800. That is, it must consist
therefore must every function of a and p. including of the portions of the 8,-curve extending upward
the (virtual) te mperature. and the 8,-curve extending downward from C. A

Finally, the stratification must be stable. For further condition, imposed by the upward increases

TeIlus Uj (l977). U
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Fig. 4. Distribution of reference pressure p, (mb) for moist atmosphere of Fig. I. Heavy solid curve is curve p, - p.
Heavy dotted curve is curvep. Pr

of 0, and 0, is that 8/10 of the area of Fig. 2 paper) we find that the area below is too small. Ifs
(extende&. to p = 0) must lie above the curve second point farther to the right Is chosen, the area
p. = 800. and 2/10 must lie below, becomes larger. By trial and error we tlnd that the

By measurement (counting squires on graph curve p, 800 intersecti the curve p, 800 at x

TeUus UUUU9l7).U
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0i3. and consists of portions of the curves determine the intersections of the curves p, p,
9, = 295 and 9, = 31 1. with p, = p, for successively higher values ofp1, we

• Repeating this procedure for other values oip,, shall at some point encounter higher values of 9,
we finally obtain Fig. 4. which is analogous to even though we continue to encounter lower values
Fig. 3. The curve Pr = P~’ 

which passes through the of 9,. The p,-curves would then cross one another.
kinks in the other curves, separates air which Clearly this cannot happen, and the procedure is
becomes saturated in the reference field from air unacceptable.
which remains unsaturated. For the field of Fig. 1, A solution Ia as follows. We let the curvep, =
the problem is solved, determined by the original procedure be a provisio-

Because this field is rather specialized, the nal curve. We accept this curve from the top of the
solution of the general problem involves additional atmosphere down to the point where it first
considerations. First of all, the atmosphere is three- becomes tangent to a 0,-curve, say 0, = 0,,, where
dimensional, while Fig. I is clearly two- p, = p,,. Below the point where the provisional
dimensional. We cannot expect in general that all curve again intersects the curve 9, = 9,,, where
parcels having a given pressure and temperature p~ = p~. 

if such an intersection exists, we again
will have the same relative humidity. To handle the accept the curve, unless it again becomes tangent to
three-dimensionality, we note that we can replace a a 8,-curve, in which case we repeat the process.
given mass field by any equivalent mass field For values of p, between p,, and p,2. host ever,
without affecting the reference field, the p,-curves consist entirely of segments of 0-

Suppose that the given field is represented by the curves, originating at the left of the diagram and
disthbutt~-n; of p. T, and r in a large number of terminating on the curve 9, = 9,,. Within this
vertical columns, obtained perhaps from individual interval the curve p, = p, does not exist, and the
radiosonde ascents. For any condensation pressure curve which separates saturated air from un-
p,, we can measure the fraction of the mass of each saturated air in the reference field is the curve
column, and hence of the atmosphere, for which 8, 9,,. Parcels which are close together but on
p, ( pr, ; let p,I~0 denote this fraction. We can then opposite sides of this curve in the given field may be
construct an intermediate field by placing all far apart in the reference field.
parcels with condensation pressure p,, at the We suspect that this situation does not often
pressure level p,. and arranging the parcels so that arise in the course of determin a global or
9,. and hence 9,. increases with increasing x. This hemispheric reference field. We are more likely to
field will be two-dimensional, and may be treated in encounter it in working with a limited region, which
the same manner as the field in Fig. I. can easily be conditionally unstable everywhere.

Next, although the pr-curves are found by
locating the curve p~. = p,, there is always the
possibility that, for some p,. the curves Pr = p, and 3. DeterminatIon of the available energy

p, will not intersect at all. This would have
happened nearp, = 500 in the case just considered, Having found the reference field, we can also
for example, if the relative humidity had been evaluate the available energy graphically. Pig. 5
.omewhat lower. We can deal with this potentiality illustrates the method for the dry atmosphere. It is
by appending to the right-hand edge of the diagram an adiabatic chart, without the background curves.

strip of negligible width. Across the strip we let T The abscissa is 0 and the ordinate is (p/fr,~)’,retain the same value as at x = I, but let r increase decreasing upward. Here K, assumed equal to 2/7,
t s values as large as destred. The curves p, = P, is the ratio of the gas constant R to the specific heat
m d  p, = p, will the:, intersect within the strip. In c, at constant pressure.
etTect we shall have added to the given field a single The chart is an equal-area transformation of a
~uriiulonimbus cloud. Since real global mass fields p—a diagram. It is more convenient for our
“variably contain cumulonimbus clouds, we shall purposes than the more familiar chart with coor-

not have done violence to the given fIeld, nor to the dinates T and In p; the dry adiabats are exactly
r’!(ersnce field. vertical, and the ordinate at the top of atmosphere

• A more serious problem can arise when a is finite.
c insiderable portion of the given field is condition- ‘l’he heavy curve is a “sounding” through the
a iy unstable. It may then occur that, as we reference field, i.e., a graph of (p,/p Y ’ against 0,

Tellus lI(1977).I
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Fig. d. Graphical procedure for evaluating moist availible energy. See test for explanation.

determined from Fig. 3. The thin lines are state The shaded rectangle in the lower right of Fig. S ii
curves for two selected parcels, located in Fig. I at of unit area (in K), and so represents a specific
x I, p = 1000, where 9— 299, and x = 0, enthalpy of 10’ S kg-’. Thus, as the lower parcel
p = 350, where 9 295. Since the atmosphere is ascends to its reference pressure. I, drops by
dry the state curves are dry adiabats and are 26 x 10’ 5 kg”’, while, as the upper parcel de-
therefore vertical. scends.krises by 57 x lO’ ikg ’.The talal louoT

The decrease in the specific enthalpy It of a enthalpy, and hence the available energy, may be
parcel as it rises through a segment of its state obtained by summing the areas for all parcels.
curve is proportional to the area on the chart However, since many imperfectly estimated areas
(extended to 9’ O) to die left of diii segment. The of opposing signs must be combined, the error
factor of proportionality icc, (- 1000 m’ i~~ K-’). could well be comparable to the result.

TellusIUU(l977), S
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FIg. 7. Distribution of speciñc DAE a4 (3 kg ’) for dry atmosphere with unit temperature distribution aa moist
atmosphere of Fi g. I.

Since as many parcels pass upward across each Since a reference sounding is not a state curve,
pressure level as downward , we do not alter the the area to its left does not directly represent
sum of the areas by first subtracting from each area enthalpy. However , the sounding can be approxi-
to the left of the state curve the area to the left of mated by a large number of short segments of state
the same portion of the reference sounding. Since curves. Each shaded area therefore represents the
the rising parcels are all to the right of the sounding net enthalpy loss which will occur if the correspon-
while the sinking parcels are all to the left, we ding parcel rises, or sinks, to its reference pressure,
obtain a positive (or zero) net area For each parcel , while the numerous parcels which it passes all sink ,
These areas have been shaded in Fig. 5; their or rise, by minute amounts to fill the gap. We shall
magnitudes are 1.1 K and 3.1 K. the esti mates call such an asthalpy lou the spec (k dry available
again being made by counting squares on graph energy ad or the spec$c molsi available energy a_
paper. - of the parcel, according to whether the atmosphere

Fig. 6 is like Fig. 5. but for the moist at- is t reated as dry or moist. For the parcels in Figs. 5
mosphere. The heavy solid curve is the reference and 6, a,, equals 1100 and 3100 3 kg ’, while a
sounding determined from Fig. 4. whIle the dotted equals 4400 and 3900 3 kg-’ . To our knowledge,
curve is the dry reference sounding copied from the specific available energy of a parcel has not
Fig. 5. The two soundings are identical near the pre ’iiotialy been defined.
ground and the tropopause, but in much of the The parcels in Figs. 5 and 6 were chosen as
middle troposphere the moist sounding is nearly extremes. Most parcels contribute much less to the
5 K warmer. The parcels are the same as before, total. Figs. 7 and 8 show the distributions of a,, and
but now the stale curve for the lower parcel Follows o~ fo r the dry and moist atmospheres. In either
a dry adiabat onl y up to p = 960. and a moist case the larger values occupy small portions at tow
adiabat from there up top 210 where it meets the levels in warm regions , and at high levels in cold
reference sounding. As a consequence a much regions. The big contribution in the moist case
larger area (4.4 K) lies between the state curve and which has no counterpart in the dry case is due to
the sounding. The upper parcel also produces a the warm humid air near the surface in the tropici.
larger area (3.9 K). mainl y because the reference By again counting squares in Figs. 7 and S we
sounding is farther to the right. have produced the curves in Fig. 9. The ord inate is

• Tel lus l (1977). $
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FIg S. Disthbution of apec*AcMAE a_ (J kg~~) for moEst .tmospliere o(Fig. I.

4000

s~ 00

Fig. 9. Probability diatflbudesns of a , (dotted curve) and a (solid curve) determined from Figs. 7 end 8. Ordinate is
a ,or a,, (3 kg - ‘). Abscissa a fractional ares to left of correspond ing a, or a_-curve in Fig. 7 or 8

the label on a curve in Fig 7 or Fig. 8, while the MAE, respectively. These are found to be 330 and
abscissa represents the area to the left of the same 400 joules per kg of the atmosphere’s mass.
curve. Above 200 mb a,, and a~ are assumed to For the general case a preliminary step is
vanish. The average heights of the dot ted and solid needed, since p, is not ordinarily constant. We
curves are proporuonal to the total DAE and construct an intermediate equivalent field by

Tellua (l977),I
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- - - - — ——- — ,--- - D AF, w hile, sinc e the intermediate field is not the
moist reference field, the MAE is still larger.

,‘ It is of inte rest that Margules (1903) concluded
.i / that water would b as e little effec t on the amount of

• , / available energy. However , in his highly idealized
,
. / treatment, he compared a dry air mass having a

a / dry -adiabat i c lapse rate with a moist air mass
having a moist adiah~tic lapse rate and the same

- 
. average temperature. Had he compared two

m asses with the sar~ e lapse rates as well as
- 

.f
/_ temperatures, he wou ld have found more available

- . ,~
/‘ energy in the moist case.

-
~ We may compare our numerical values with the

/ ,,. composite estimate of 550 1 kg for (dry) APE,
• / 

-
~~ obtained by Oort (1964). Both of our values are

• sma ller, but. since Fig. 1 is based on averages, our
so. ~~~~~~~ va lues should be better representations of zonal

,, ,
~~ 

available energy, which Oort estimated to be
- 

400 3 kg ’. Moreover, since the real contribution of
parcels above 200 mb is not zero, our values are

- —- . - - - - 
presumably underestimates. They are therefore in

290 ~~0 50 -j 520 ~ agreement with what we should have expected.
F.g 10. Graphical proc edure for evaluabng efficiency Very likely we have underestimated the ratio of
factors N and V See test for explanation. MAE. to DAE by averagin g the relative humidities.

displacing each parcel whose pressure exceeds p~along its state curve to a pressure less than p,,, thus 4. Geiseration and deatrucdon of evai~abIe
“filling in” the bottom of the region where p0 <p, energy
The additional contribution of each of these parcels
to the available energy is represented by the full Like available energy itself, the influence of
area to the left of the segment of the state curve, heating and cooling, and also evaporation and
and may therefore be substantial. However, since precipitation, upon available energy can be
not too many parcels are involved, the total effect evaluated graphically. The area to be measured for
need riot be too large. If, for exam ple, p0 varies this purpose is the area between the state curve of a
linearly from 1040 to 960 mb, the net contribution parcel and the state curve which the same parcel
will be about 20 J kg-’ . will subsequently possess.

The result that MAE exceeds DAE if there is Fig. 10 illustrates the evaluation procedure. It
any saturation is general. To establish this, we may consists of an enlarged section of an adiabatic
construct an intermediate equivalent ma.ss field by chart. The heavy solid curve is the moist reference
displacing each parcel along its moist state curve to sounding copied from Fig. 6. The two points
thc pressure which it would assume in the dry labeled P represent the states of two parcels,
reference field. Again as many parcels pass upward chosen so that p~ lies between p and p, in either
across each pressure level as downw ard, so that the case. For one parcel p = 860, T 293, r = 0.40,
areas between the moist state curves and the dry while for the other p = 560, T = 254, r = 2.00
reference sounding again represent enthalpy (meaning that the liquid water content equals the
changes. For those parcels which are unsaturated water vapor content). Parcels with these states do
in the given and intermediate fields, the areas are not actually appear in Fig. I - The two curves PCR
the same as in the dry case (Fig. 5); for those and their extensions are the state curves.
parcel, which encounter saturation, the areas are A suitable amount of heating wili displace the
greater . The kiss of enthalpy in passing from the points P to the points P’. The curves P’C’R’ and
given to the intermediate field therefore exceeds the their extensions are the resulting state curves. Since

TeIt.is flhl(l977 .1
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Fig. 1!. Distribution of N (dimensionless) for dry atmosph ere with same temperature disthbution as moiSt
atmosphere of Fig. I.

the mass of a parcel is negligible compared to that unnecessary to measure areas; lengths will suffice.
of the atmosphere, changes in the reference field The dotted curve is the dry reference sounding
need not be considered. The heating raises the copied from Fig. 5; using this instead of the solid
condensation levels; thus, as one moves upward curve, we find that the values of N are +0.038 and
past C, the curves PCR and PC’R’ become —0.066.
suddenly much closer, then slowly diverge. The Fig. I shows the distribution of N for the dry
changes in MAE are represented by the areas atmosphere. Heating in the tropics is at most 10%
PCRR ’C ’P. effective. Cooling in the upper polar troposphere

To determine the effect of an arbitrary amount seems to be the most efficient means of producing
of heating (or cooling) we can define an efficiency DAE.
factor N as the ratio of the gain in available energy The distribution of N for the moist atmosphere
to the total heating. The latter amount equals the appeais in Fig. 12. The extreme values are
accompanying gain in enthalpy, and is represented appreciably larger than in the dry case. Evidently
by the portion of the shaded area extend ing from the mere presence of water vapor can make heating
PP’ to the top of the atmosphere. In measuring this in the tropics more efficient.
area we note that Fig. 10 would need to have been To determine the direct effect of evaporation and
drawn 3.44 times as tall to reach the zero pressure precipitation we return to Fig. 10. By evaporating a
level. The extensions of the state curves are, for suitable amount of water into the right-hand parcel
practical purposes, parallel above 300 mb, where or precipitating a suitable amount from the left.
(pip,)’ = 0.709. The values of N are the limiting wnhout simultaneously changing the temperature,
ratios of the former areas to the latter as P’ we can replace the state curves by curves passing
approaches P; these are found to be +0.043 for the through the points R’ . The shaded areas then have
nght’hand parcel and —0.062 for the left, zero width between P and the new condensation

For the dry atmosphere the evaluation of N levels C”, and the changes in MAE are represented
proceeds ‘imilarly, but (he state curves are vertical by the areas CRR’C , which are smal ler than the
throug .,ut the atmosphere. As a consequence it is areas PCRR ’C’P’ .

Tellus (I977).~
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FIg. /2. Distribution of V (dimensionless) for moist atmosp here of Fig. I.
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Fig. Ii. Distnbution of V (dimensionless) for moist atmosphere of Fig I

For evaporation we can defin e a second For precipitation there is no enthalpy change.
efficiency factor N’ as the ratio of the gain of MAE We therefore define .V’ as the ratio of the (negative) $
to the latent energy added. The latter is equal to the gain in MAE to the latent energy which the
gain in enthalpy, and is represented by the shaded precipitating water possessed before it condensed.
area extending from CC” to the top of the To evaluate the latter amount grap hica lly we note
atmosphere. We fi nd that V ÷~~2O. that if. fo llowing the pre cipitat ion , the parcel at P

T~tlus i~~’ U
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should be lowered to C’ . approximate ly the desired In A we compared a typical temp erature
a-fount of latent energy would be adde d by dismbuuon with a typical distribution of heating.
esaporating as much water as had preci pitated, and obtained a crude estimate of 4 watts per mt of
without changing the temperature. This would the earth’s surface for the rate at wh ich APE is
lower the co~ideiis.~ ’on level from C” back to C’. generated. On the average this rate must equal the
and the accompanying gain in enthalpy would be rate at s~hich APE is converted into KE. thus
represcnced by the shaded area extending from maintaining the circulation, and also the rate at

t he top of the atmosp here. We find that which KE is dissipated.
-.(~4 I. By considering the typical wind structure in the

These results can be generalized. When a parcel boundary layer , Brunt (1926) estimated the latter
is on t he serge of satur at ion , points P and C rate to be 5 W m z . Computation of the generation
coi ni.isle Hence V N. and es aporation and of A PE provides an independent means of
precipitation are just as efficient as heating in estimation. Subsequent estimates have been abun-
producing MAE. When C .s much closer to P than dam, and have ranged from les s than half to more
to R. is is typ is~n for examp le. in unsaturated air than twice this amount. Yet despite the com-
as low levels in the tropics , and in clouds at nig her parative wealth of data, there is still no clear
levels in the polar regions, evaporation is nearly as indication that Brunt’s value was too high or too
efficient as heating When C is instead close to R. low.
evaporation and precipitation are inefficient , and We can likewise estimate the rate of generation
when C passes R, y v anishes. Thus evaporation of M A E . by comparing the distributions of the
into air w hich remains unsaturated in passing to the efficiency factors ,V and N’ with those of the
refereiiie field, e ~ 

, 
into cold dry air masses moving generating processe s —heating and cooling,

over polar o~.eans. and preLipitation from air w hich evaporation and precipitation. Ideally we should
remains saturated in passing to the reference field, obtain the same value as in the dry case, because
e g.. from cumulonimbus clouds in the tropics, do both values should equal the rate at which KE is
not affect MAE at all generated and dissipated. It is hardly to be espected

When the evaporation occurs from falling rain that the answers will agree, especially in view of the
instead of from the surface , it is accompanied by difficulty in estimating the vertical distributions of
cooling. According to our analysis, the cooling will the generating processes. What should be indicated
have the greater infiuen e on MAE . since N is more reliably is the relative importance of heating-
numencally greater than V cooline ‘~ J evaporation-precipitation.

Fig. 13 shows the distribution of N’ for the moist For the most meaningful results we should
atmosphere. Fvaporation is necessarily effective determine the generation on a day-by-day basis. It
only below the curve p p~, and most efficient in is doubtful that suitable data are available, and, in
the tropics. No negative efficiencies (for pre- any event, the procedure would require laborious
cipitation) appear above the curv e p, = p~. since no computations. Meanwhile we can make crude
clouds ~ere assumed in Fig, I. With clouds, estimates, analogous to the one in A . by using
negative values generally smaller than those in averages.
Fig 12 would appear in similar locations. We have done this by comparing the efficiency

factors in Figs. 12 and 13 with northern-
hemisphere annual average rates of the generating

5. Maintenance of a moist circulation processes, as given by Newell et al. (1974). Using
the values of net radiation originally obtained by

~A e have shown that it is feasible to redefine Dopplick (19741. we find a contribution to the
av ailable potential energy, basing the new definition generation of MAE of —0.4 W m ~. Boundary-
upon dry adiabatic and moist adiabatic changes of layer heat ing , due mainly to small-scale turbulence ,
state To show that we hav e done something and assumed to be uniformly distributed between
beyond finding a pretty solution to a pretty 1000 and 850 mb, contributes 0.9 W m 1. The
problem. we must demonstrate that the new combined contribution of heating and cooling,
concept can eventually add to our understanding of 0.5 W m ’, seems totally inadequate to maintain
the general circulation the supply of MAE.

Teflus t 19775. 1
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Table I. Est imoted rates of generation i~f rnoist at- al/ abl e energy (MAE)  and dry cwailable energy
DA E)  by t-ari rus generating process es. Letters (D) or (R)  indicate that radiation t’alues of Dopplick

( / 9 7 4)  or R odgers (/ 96 7 ) were used. Units are W rn - i

Generating pcoce~s MAE ID) MAC - R) DAE(D) DAE CR )

Radia tion IRa) — 0. 4 C. ) — 1 .3 —0.I
Boundary layer heatr n~ Rh 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7
Evaporation ( F ’ .) 4 3  4 3  -- - —

Precipitation PR — I.) —1 .3 - —

Condensation Cot — — 2. 4 2.4
Ra • Bt. 0.5 2 2  —0. 6 0.6
Es - Pr, or Co 3.0 3.0 2 4 2.4

3.5 5.2 1.8 3.0

If we cori pare estimates of evaporation with distribution of c louds. If the revised estimate is
values of \“ at the surface , we obtai n a generation acceptable, heating-cooling and evaporation-
of 6.0 W ns 2 . We believe i~1at this figure is precipitation may be of comparable importance in
unrealistically large. In order that evaporation into generating MAE. In either event , it would seem
the surface layer may continue, the newly acquired that any description of the general circulation as a
water vapor must be continually carr ied upward by dry circulation is open to question.
turbulent ddies. \1~. h  of this turbulence occurs on Ncwe ll Ct al. encountered a similar situation
the scale of cumulus convection . Such mot ion when using both sets of radiation data to evaluate
would convert the available energy into turbulent the generation of (dry) APE. As a check, we have
kinetic energy, w hose subsequent dissipation is not made similar computations. using the values of .V
included in conventional estimates of ICE dis in Fig. i i , and our results differ only slightly from

~.ipation theirs. Table I compares our evaluations of the
We can estimate the combined effect of generat ion of both MAE and DAE by the various

evaporation and turbulence, without considering generating processes, using both sets of radiation
turbulence exp licitly, by assuming that the data.
evaporation occurs uniforml y in a somewhat Perhaps more striking than the differences due to
deeper boundary layer. We have taken this layer to the uncertainty in radiation is the fact that,
extend from 1000 to 850 mb, as in the Newell et al. whicheser set of data is used, the generation of
treatment of boundary layer heating. We then MAE exceeds that of DAE by a substantial
obtain a generat ion of 4.3 W rn- 2 . amount . In the long run this shou:d not happen,

Prec ipitation requires further assumptions, since s ince both rates should equal the rate of production
Fig. 13 is based upon a completely cloudless mass of ICE. An exp lanat ion is needed.
field. For our computations we have taken V to It is easy enough to say that our fabricated mass
equal N . as given in Fig. 12, w herever ,V is negative , field and the data of Newell et al. are incompatible,
wh,le V 0 where .V is positive. We obtain a and that no agreement should have been expect ed.
generation of - 1.3 W m ~. giving 3.0 W rn 2 for For one thing, the moisture which was averaged to
the combined evap o ration prceipitation effect. Our produce our relative humidities in Fig. I presu m-
tentative conc lusion is that the atter effect is the ably did not include the cloud water. However, we
dominating one. believe that the excess generation of MAE over that

Dopplick presents a second set of values for net of DAF by heatin g and coo ling may be real .
radiation , obtained by Rodgers (1967). Using these The differences between the effects of heating
value s instead of Dor’° ic k’ s own, v. e obtai n a arise mainly because the moist reference field is
radiative generation of * i.3 W rn 2 . According t o warmer than the dry reference field in the middle
Dopp lick . the dillerences in the two estimates result tr o posphere , whence the values of .V at these levels
mainly from ~tiffererit issumptions regarding the in Fig 12 .ir e lower than those in Fig. II. The net

IelIus ’tc1 77). I
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heating proves to be negat ive ese rywhere , except in ing water in the atmosphere when dealing with
the boundary layer. and as a resul t heating atmospheric energetics.
produces a sma ller negatise or greater positive For more definitive estimates of moist available
amount of M ~F than of D.\ F energy s~c must evaluate it day by day. For this

Evaporation and prec ipitation should therefore task the grap hical method would be extremely
produce less MAI- than the DAE produced by tedious. Moreover , it is hi ghly susceptibk to human
condensat ion. and the ~ a, ,se of the discrepancy errors, suc h as misreading an adiabati” chazi or
should be sought here \side from noting that our mispla~- icg a curse. Numerical procedures are
assumed values of ‘s in the precipitating regions therefore in order.
are highly questionable . ac offer three suggestions. If we could obtain a mathematical expression or

First , we mas h ise  uverlo~ kc~ some processes approx imation for MAE , as we did in A for DAE,
whi, h dissipate M ~ E. In trop ical cumulonirnbus we should encounter no difficulty in preparing a
cons-ectiOn . for examp le, the precipitation appears program to evaluate MAE directly. However, a
to be ineffective, hut the mix ng may be significant. suitable expression has so far eluded us. We must
To include its effect.s we should, in lower latitudes , therefore seek an alternative procedure. which
extend the effective layer of evaporation to a still presumabl y will begin by determining the reference
higher level, thereby further reducing the effective field.
-V . and lowering the generation. One possibility would be to have the computer

Anot her possibility arises because our corn- duplicate as closely as possible the steps which we
putations are based on aserages There may also be have performed graphically. Higher-order inter -
a genera tion of eddy DAE wh;Ji is not ai-~om- polation would probably be used. Discontinuities,
panted by a s imilar generation of eddy MAE. suc h as those arising when much of the atmosphere
Condensation which is positivel y correlated with V , is conditionally unstable, could pose problems.
perhaps in lower middle latitudes where pre- We suspect that a procedure which simply
cipitation has little or no effec t on MAE, could , if arranges all the parcels in order of decreasing
present, produce t he effect. re ference pressure , after choosing a set of equally

Finally the distribution of condensation, w hich spaced allowable reference pressures, would be
has been assumed to be the same as that of preferable. The procedure could begin with an
prec ipitation. may be somewhat different. If water initial guess, obtained perhaps by arranging the
has condensed and moved poleward as clouds for parcels in order of increasing 9,~. Rearrangements,
some distance before precipitating, thereby reach- consisting of moving a single parcel up or down
ing lower values of V . the generation of DAE by several rungs on the ladder, and moving each
condensation will be underestimated. It seems, intervening parcel down or up one rung, could then
indeed, that by introducing the concept of moist be made , until the enthalpy could no longer be
available energy we have raised more questions reduced. The “sounding ” through the reference
than we have settled. field would then have been determined, and the

numerical equivalent of measuring areas on the
adiabatic chart could be used to evaluate speci fic
ava ilable energies

Having proposed such a procedure , we may stop
6. Concluding remarks and ask whether we have really defined available

enei ~y in the most appropriate manner . In an
Available potential encrg}, originally defined ~n earlier work (l.orenz, 1965) we introduced another

terms .~f dry adiabatic processes, can readily be quantity which we also called “moist available
redefined in terms of dry and moist processes. energy ”, and which we defined in terms of a less
Evaluetion of the newl y defined as ailsble energy is restricted reference field. In passing to this field
a tractable problem. It can be accomplished from the given field, the parcels were required to
graphically with the aid of an adiabatic chart . retain their individual values of 8~ and their average

We have illustrated the evaluation procedure value of q, but not their individual values of~ ; thug
with a single hypothetical atmospheric state , based the water could be redistributed. Witr. this 0?
upon averages. Even this simple examp le is perhaps still another definition of moist availa~ e
sufficient to reconfirm the importance of consider- energy, our conclusions concerning the relative
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importance of evaporation precipitation and cqua~ion expressing a continuous relation between
heating-cooling could conceivably be reversed the average relative humidity of a parcel and its

We did not continue with the earlier work total liquid water may be more realistic. The
because we were not altogether sat isfied with the corresponding state curves would then be smooth,
definition. Our reasoning had been that pre- perhaps approaching the dry adiabats and moist
cipitation from clouds. fo llow5d by evaporation adiabats as asymptotes.
from the falling precipitation. would constitute a It appears that the graphical procedure would
comp letel y internal process which would redistri - then no longer be feasible. The discontinuities in the
bute the water, and that the elerence field ought to slopes ~f the state curves, which we had initially
be defined so as not to be appre~i ihls altered by feared might make the evaluation of available
this process Our present view is t hat the process , energy intractab le, proved to be the feature which
wh ile internal , is irre s ers ih le . and should, like other made it possible. On the other hand, when
irrevers ible processes , be permitted to alter the numerical methods are to be used, a new equation
reference field, of state m ight simplify matters.

Finally we may ask w hether sse ha~- L used the
correct equation of state. The requirements of no
supersaturat ion , and no c louds ssith subsaturation, 7. Acknowledgement
are probably appropriate for small enough parcels,
but, when we deal with the general circulation, our This work has been sponsored by the Air Force
parcels may be many k ilometers in length, and may Geophysics Laboratory, Air Force Systems Corn-
contain both cloudy and cloudless regions. Some mand. under Contract F19t 28-77 C-0026.
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- ’v;ynNa.~ ~ep.’u~ a ta.~’-.toeo .oidyxo oiiçw.ic r u e  ~.a .-leniis oicscii~ ix tionefl tin s cyxoro a a.’taxj loro
ads ac1H’luHa . ua i~osu psuo liore,IitKaJtbHas riJiIo~ cJlysacs iS .LiN ouciixsi ~iOl. i)’tiIlb1x meprisil . B o6weM
auyipc~ i~ss (a.uiboqaa ~apwry ,o) ifiepriss oauHoro cuyMae no~ i~ riuaa mepriss , iazHoro ao~nyxa
nO is arssoc 4srpni.is ~~~~ npesocx is-r rasu ash iupc BocXOnaT raxoayio ails cyxoro ao~nyxa.
ana rKnoTerH ’Secs ru ) oTc ’$erHOCo onus . v u r poe Kax narpc aaHlse , ras is ox.nax.aeHise oory
‘~o*er 6wn. noclpovH() Wi .lauHoro noiia nepepac- flpOK’l iMiuKib 14 1K PS3PYUISTb itocrymti.ie Miepra t
npeaeneHneM aT Moe4,epHoS Mact.bl ripis o6paruMwx arla s ruro II cyxoro Bo’Utyxa. I4cnapeaiie Mose r
cyxo- 14 aia~noa. sa(t .tiissn~ iss npoueccax C iiC;ibIO ySC.ii4MMBaTb .iOcTyIiHyIO )Hepn(Io ariaxHoro I0’i -
MKHWMH 1401414 IJOlCHuKa.iI,H li fliltoC BHy~ peHHcil ;i~~sa , a to ilpeMa sax 1C4!IKH Mory T ee yMes4~wam .
)NCpf Ku d -mynaun iuep.’u.~ cyxtt.~o •ouiyca pasna Ilpenaapniei ibNwe ai~i’a4cneHnN , oCHosaHsthle na
seJUlqisHe .iio-tyiitsofl •Hc pI BK a n a s i r o  BO3Liysa , ucpc -iiieiiilwx ito isv . rlokaiwaa uoT . ‘ITO flOflHOe
soropas uipHcs T~ iK1 l.., iJ 6i.i o~~Xt i~ 41M0C4,cpe C ii~ .HlBO!iClIiO ittc iyfliio~ )HCpI’iS H s -iax Holo 50’)-
tCM ae L4M~ 1P.l ps&i ipe.ie icisuesi restnepa rypb., sax ~ y s a B npoueccax HCiid~ CIIHM — oca.nxos. no spaS-
N 5.0 Lta * I-~~ s rMoei tpe . H II i C t I T H M l t f l  !iL)C TyflHOtt uicS Mepe. ias se Be;iMxO . sax ce npois3so.aciuo 5
florCHLiIS&.ii.HOa ucprKtS npoLieccas iiafpelia rtsa t txj l ascueillsR .I. Bcposnso .

Onwiat iM rpa4itl $el.vile ri~ iie .iyps~ isna onpc~1c. 54 )1010 6o~i~we.
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